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Let (G, +) be an abelian semi-group and N a real function on G

satisfying

(1) N^O,
(2) 7V(x+y) g/V(x)7V(y), for all x, yEG.
The function 7V*(x) =lim„J00 Nllninx) also satisfies (1) and (2).

In addition, iV*(rax) = (7V*(x))».

We are interested in functions M on G such that

(i) 0 = Jlf=iV,
(ii)  M(x+y)=Mix)M(y).

For such functions there is an analogue of the Hahn-Banach

Theorem. Let HC.G be a subsemi-group of G and M a non-negative

function on 77 satisfying (ii) for all x, yG77 and

(iii) Mix + h)^Mih)Nix) whenever x£G, AG77, and A+xG77.

Such a function admits an extension M to all of G fulfilling (i) and (ii).

This extension criterion is suggested by the theorem of K. A. Ross

[l], which is concerned with complex-valued functions ("semi-

characters"). In a supplement to this note the present result will be

combined with the Gelfand theory of commutative Banach algebras

to give an extension of Ross' theorem.

Proof. The extension M will first be constructed under this addi-

tional hypothesis:

(A) For each x£G, there exists yGG such that x+y£77 and

M(x+y)>0.

It follows from (A) that M>0 everywhere on 77, for if AG77,

y+AGTT", Miy+h) = 7\7(y) Af (A). Similarly, if A<G77 and x+Ai = x+A2,

M(fa) = M(fa).
The problem can now be reduced to the case of a semi-group with

cancellation. Specifically, let 7? be the equivalence relation in GXG

of pairs (x, y) such that x-\-z = y-\-z for some zGG. Using associativ-

ity and commutativity it is easily verified that 7? is indeed an equiv-

alence on G. More is true: if we set 7r(x) = 7?[x], 7t(G) has a unique

semi-group structure such that tt is a homomorphism of G onto 7r(G).

Also, 7t(Ct) is a cancellation semi-group. Its elements are denoted by

a, fa y and xG« means 7r(x) =a.
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Define L(a) =inf JTV(x); x£a\. From the usual argument for

normed linear spaces it is clear that L fulfills (1) and (2) in place of

TV. If ir(hi) =ir(h2), hiEH, M(hi)=M(h,). There is thus a multiplica-
tive functional E on ir(H), defined by Eott — M. (A) is still true.

To complete the reduction of the problem, it is necessary to prove

the analogue of (iii),

(iii)' E(a+P)^E(a)L(p), whenever a£ir(H), 0Gtt(G), a+p

G7r(77).

Let hi£.Hr\a, xG/3. ■n-(hi+x)£ir(H) means the existence of yGG

and h2(E.H such that h+x+y = h2+y. Using (A), we can replace y

by h,EH:hi+x+h, = h,+h,. M(h,)M(h3)^M(h3)M(h)N(x) by (i)

and (iii). Since M>0 on 77, M(h2)^M(h)N(x). Thus P(a+/3)

= M(h)^M(hi)N(x)=E(a)N(x). Since xG/3 was arbitrary, (iii)'

holds.

If an extension, say E, is possible in this reduced case, M = E o w

is a fortiori an admissible extension for the given semi-group G. It is

more convenient to return to that G and introduce the cancellation

law as hypothesis for the remainder of the proof.

For XGG define u =u(x) =Sup{ M(y+nx+h)/N*(y)M(h)}1'", the

supremum being taken over all y, »«£l, h(=H such that y+nx+h

G77. It is easy to replace TV by TV* in requirement (iii). Therefore

M(y + nx + h) ^ N*(y + nx)M(h) g N*(y)N*(x)»M(k).

Thusji^TV*(x).
If M were an extension to all of G satisfying (i) and (ii), necessarily

M(x) }^u. We shall now show that M(x) =u defines an extension of

M to the subsemi-group 77' determined by 77 and {x} which satisfies

(i)-(iii). This done, the existence of an extension to G follows from

Zorn's Lemma.

Let y+nix+hi = n,x+h2, «,^0. Claim:

(iv) N*(y)nniM(hi)-^un2M(h2).

Because G has cancellation, we can take wi = 0 or n2 = 0. If both are

zero, (iv) follows from (iii). If «i^l, n2 = 0,

M»i ̂  M(y + nxx + hi)/N*(y)M(hi).

This is precisely (iv). The case n2>0 follows:

Let yi+hi = n2x+h, and y3+n3x+h3(E.H. In (iv) we replace /x by

{M(y3+n3x+h3)/N*(y3)M(h3)}«"»:

N*(yi)M(hi) ^ \M(y3 + n3x + hz)/N*(ya)M(h3)}^'M(h,)

<=> N*(n3yi)N*(n2y3)M(n3hi+n,h3)

S; M(n,y% 4- n2n3x + n2h% A- n3h2).
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But

ra2A3 + «2y3 + ra2ra3x + »3A2 = ra^Aj + ra2y3 + ra3(yi + Ai)

= (ra2A3 + ra3Ax) + (ra3yi + n2y%).

Hence

M(ra3A2 + n2y» + ra2»3x + «2A3) g Af(w2A3 + ra3Ai)iV*(ra3yi)iV*(ra2y3).

Since y3, ra3, A3 were arbitrary, we can pass to the supremum to obtain

fx in (iv).

Now suppose raix+Ai = ra2x+A2, «i = 0. For every positive integer m,

mini + l)x + mhi = min2 + l)x + mh2.

x + (rami + m — l)x + mhi = w(»s + l)x + mh2.

If we apply (iv) to this, taking x = y, and let m—>°o, we obtain

Mihi)nni*zMih2)nn'. From this it follows that if we set Af(x)=;u on

the subsemi-group 77'= {77+rax; ra^0}U{rax; ra^l} M is well-

defined and multiplicative. The claim that M and 77' satisfy (iii) is

essentially contained in (iv).

To remove the restriction imposed by assuming (A), let

73= {x; y+xG77, Af(y+x)>0, for some y in G}. Almost by defini-

tion, (A) holds in the subsemi-group B. Let Mb be an extension of M,

on Hf\B.

The complement CB is an ideal in G, that is, G+CBCZCB. We

define M^O on CB. Since M = 0 on HC\CB, M as defined now on all

of G is the desired extension.
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